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„If Hungarian was a drug, it would be magic mushrooms.”
LET’S LEARN HUNGARIAN
Announcement
Musical styles, writers and poets are coming in and out of fashion. A similar situation occurs
to the languages. Language is like Ugg's shoes; sometimes they are fashionable, sometimes
not at all. Today the world seems to be dominated by the English language. This is mostly due
to the development of the technology and the spread of the Internet (especially between 199799 ) which made an easier access to the popular English music. German language started to
fall behind, students have chosen it mainly because of its usefulness. The situation with
French was quite the same. The question is, whether smaller languages will begin to rise again
and which of them will be the most »fashionable«? We live in a time of crisis, learning
languages is a luxury.
Many people are unaware of the benefits of speaking the language of their neighboring
countries. Many domestic companies are mostly making progress in the foreign countries
mentioned above. In addition, mastering the language of the neighboring nation affects the
quality of the relationship among people.
But we will not learn Hungarian simply in behalf of business interests. Are you curious why
the Irish and English students are learning Hungarian? If you ask them, the Hungarian
language is the language of poetry. You can check their opinion at the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHYR7vLVUmY
Are You interested in the Hungarian language, Hungarian culture, Hungarian gastronomy and
one of the most famous capitals, Budapest? Do you want to get familiar with the beautiful
Hungarian landscapes? If the answer is yes, you are kindly invited to the lectures which are
taught on different levels.
Contact: Ildikó N. Császi, guest lecturer , ncsasziildiko@gmail.com
University of Maribor, Faculty of Arts, room 2.16.1.
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